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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] Embodiments of the present disclosure relate
to a vacuum cleaner including a brush rotating to sweep
up foreign materials on the floor.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In general, a vacuum cleaner is an apparatus
to suction in foreign materials on the floor with a suction
force generated by a fan motor to thereby perform clean-
ing.
[0003] Vacuum cleaners can be classified into a gen-
eral vacuum cleaner including a handle to enable a user
to move the vacuum cleaner to suction in foreign mate-
rials on the floor, thereby cleaning the floor, and a robot
cleaner which travels on an area to be cleaned according
to a predetermined program instead of a user’s manipu-
lation to suction in foreign materials on the floor, thereby
cleaning the floor.
[0004] A vacuum cleaner includes a brush installed in
a suction opening to which a suction force of a fan motor
is applied, and sweeps up foreign materials on the floor
when the brush rotates to thereby easily suction in the
foreign materials on the floor through the suction open-
ing.
[0005] Since the brush rotates, hair-like foreign mate-
rials, such as stands of hair or fur, are inevitably wound
around the brush.
[0006] Accordingly, a user should clean the brush pe-
riodically in order to remove hair-like foreign materials.
[0007] Conventional vacuum cleaner having a compo-
nent responsible for shredding of debris as well as a plu-
rality of protruding bristles is disclosed in US
2009/0229075 A1 and in JP 2003 310496 A.

SUMMARY

[0008] To address the above-discussed deficiencies,
it is a primary object to provide a vacuum cleaner capable
of extending a cleaning cycle of a brush.
[0009] Additional aspects of the disclosure will be set
forth in part in the description which follows and, in part,
will be obvious from the description, or may be learned
by practice of the disclosure.
[0010] In accordance with one aspect of the present
disclosure to provide a vacuum cleaner including a brush
configured to rotate to collect foreign materials on a floor,
and at least one grinder configured to grind the foreign
materials collected by the brush, wherein the brush com-
prises a plurality of drum portions each formed in the
shape of a cylinder, a plurality of blades protruding from
each of the plurality of drum portions, and at least one
foreign material collector formed concavely with respect
to the plurality of drum portions, an outer circumferential
surface of the at least one foreign material collector facing

the at least one grinder.
[0011] The brush may include a plurality of shield ribs
formed in the shape of a ring at both side ends of the
plurality of drum portions.
[0012] The shield ribs may be integrated into the plu-
rality of blades.
[0013] Each of the plurality of blades may include a
pair of guide portions formed at both ends of an edge of
the blade and inclined with respect to both side ends of
the blade.
[0014] The plurality of blades may include a plurality
of protrusions protruding from the edges.
[0015] The plurality of protrusions may protrude from
one surfaces of the blades corresponding to front sides
in rotation direction of the brush.
[0016] Each of the plurality of protrusions may have a
section of a right-angled triangle, the bottoms of the plu-
rality of protrusions are connected to the one surfaces of
the blades, and surfaces of the protrusions forming a
height of the protrusions face outward in a radial direction
with respect to the drum portions.
[0017] The at least one foreign material collector is in
the shape of a truncated cone whose base side has a
diameter that is smaller than or equal to a diameter of
each drum portion.
[0018] A plurality of foreign material collectors may be
respectively disposed between the plurality of drum por-
tions, and at both side ends of the brush.
[0019] A diameter of the at least one foreign material
collector may be reduced gradually toward a center por-
tion of the brush.
[0020] The at least one grinder may include a grinding
portion formed in the shape of a curved fan whose center
portion is incised to correspond to the at least one foreign
material collector, and a plurality of grinding blades pro-
truding from the grinding portion toward the at least one
foreign material collector.
[0021] The plurality of grinding blades may extend in
directions of generating lines of the grinding portion, and
are spaced from each other in a circumferential direction.
[0022] The at least one grinder may include a plurality
of guide surfaces formed as concavely curved surfaces
between the grinding blades.
[0023] The at least one grinder may include a pair of
fixing portions respectively formed in the shape of "U" at
both side ends of the grinding portion.
[0024] The vacuum cleaner may further include a body
having a suction opening in which the brush is installed,
at the bottom, and a cover member installed on the suc-
tion opening, and configured to cover the at least one
foreign material collector.
[0025] The suction opening may be formed in the
shape of a rectangle, and the cover member comprises
a frame portion formed in the shape of a rectangular ring
to correspond to the suction opening, and a at least one
cover portion extending from the frame portion, and con-
figured to cover a lower portion of the at least one foreign
material collector.
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[0026] The at least one grinder may be installed in the
at least one cover portion.
[0027] The blades may extend in a spiral shape such
that areas of the blades adjacent to a side end of the
brush are located at a front area in rotation direction of
the brush, and areas of the blades adjacent to a center
portion of the brush are located at a back area in rotation
direction of the brush.
[0028] Before undertaking the DETAILED DESCRIP-
TION below, it may be advantageous to set forth defini-
tions of certain words and phrases used throughout this
patent document: the terms "include" and "comprise," as
well as derivatives thereof, mean inclusion without limi-
tation; the term "or," is inclusive, meaning and/or; the
phrases "associated with" and "associated therewith," as
well as derivatives thereof, may mean to include, be in-
cluded within, interconnect with, contain, be contained
within, connect to or with, couple to or with, be commu-
nicable with, cooperate with, interleave, juxtapose, be
proximate to, be bound to or with, have, have a property
of, or the like; and the term "controller" means any device,
system or part thereof that controls at least one operation,
such a device may be implemented in hardware,
firmware or software, or some combination of at least two
of the same. It should be noted that the functionality as-
sociated with any particular controller may be centralized
or distributed, whether locally or remotely.
[0029] Moreover, various functions described below
can be implemented or supported by one or more com-
puter programs, each of which is formed from computer
readable program code and embodied in a computer
readable medium. The terms "application" and "program"
refer to one or more computer programs, software com-
ponents, sets of instructions, procedures, functions, ob-
jects, classes, instances, related data, or a portion there-
of adapted for implementation in a suitable computer
readable program code. The phrase "computer readable
program code" includes any type of computer code, in-
cluding source code, object code, and executable code.
The phrase "computer readable medium" includes any
type of medium capable of being accessed by a compu-
ter, such as read only memory (ROM), random access
memory (RAM), a hard disk drive, a compact disc (CD),
a digital video disc (DVD), or any other type of memory.
A "non-transitory" computer readable medium excludes
wired, wireless, optical, or other communication links that
transport transitory electrical or other signals. A non-tran-
sitory computer readable medium includes media where
data can be permanently stored and media where data
can be stored and later overwritten, such as a rewritable
optical disc or an erasable memory device.
[0030] Definitions for certain words and phrases are
provided throughout this patent document, those of or-
dinary skill in the art should understand that in many, if
not most instances, such definitions apply to prior, as
well as future uses of such defined words and phrases.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0031] For a more complete understanding of the
present disclosure and its advantages, reference is now
made to the following description taken in conjunction
with the accompanying drawings, in which like reference
numerals represent like parts:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view illustrating a vacuum
cleaner according to an embodiment of the present
disclosure;
FIG. 2 is an exploded perspective view illustrating
an installation state of a brush and a cover member
in a vacuum cleaner according to an embodiment of
the present disclosure;
FIG. 3 is a top view illustrating a brush in a vacuum
cleaner according to an embodiment of the present
disclosure;
FIG. 4 is an enlarged view illustrating an area A of
FIG. 3;
FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view illustrating operation
of protrusions formed on a blade in a vacuum cleaner
according to an embodiment of the present disclo-
sure;
FIG. 6 is an exploded perspective view illustrating
an installation state of a grinder in a vacuum cleaner
according to an embodiment of the present disclo-
sure; and
FIG. 7 is an enlarged view illustrating an area B of
FIG. 6.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0032] FIGS. 1 through 7, discussed below, and the
various embodiments used to describe the principles of
the present disclosure in this patent document are by
way of illustration only and should not be construed in
any way to limit the scope of the disclosure. Those skilled
in the art will understand that the principles of the present
disclosure may be implemented in any suitably arranged
system or device.
[0033] Configurations illustrated in the embodiments
and the drawings described in the present specification
are only the preferred embodiments of the present dis-
closure, and thus it is to be understood that various mod-
ified examples, which may replace the embodiments and
the drawings described in the present specification, are
possible when filing the present application.
[0034] Also, like reference numerals or symbols denot-
ed in the drawings of the present specification represent
members or components that perform the substantially
same functions.
[0035] The terms used in the present specification are
used to describe the embodiments of the present disclo-
sure. Accordingly, it should be apparent to those skilled
in the art that the following description of exemplary em-
bodiments of the present invention is provided for illus-
tration purpose only and not for the purpose of limiting
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the invention as defined by the appended claims and
their equivalents. It is to be understood that the singular
forms "a," "an," and "the" include plural referents unless
the context clearly dictates otherwise. It will be under-
stood that when the terms "includes," "comprises," "in-
cluding," and/or "comprising," when used in this specifi-
cation, specify the presence of stated features, figures,
steps, components, or combination thereof, but do not
preclude the presence or addition of one or more other
features, figures, steps, components, members, or com-
binations thereof.
[0036] It will be understood that, although the terms
first, second, etc. may be used herein to describe various
components, these components should not be limited by
these terms. These terms are only used to distinguish
one component from another. For example, a first com-
ponent could be termed a second component, and, sim-
ilarly, a second component could be termed a first com-
ponent, without departing from the scope of the present
disclosure. As used herein, the term "and/or" includes
any and all combinations of one or more of associated
listed items.
[0037] A vacuum cleaner according to an embodiment
of the present disclosure may include a main body 10,
and a sub body 20 disposed to a front portion of the main
body 10 in a direction of movement, as shown in FIG. 1.
[0038] The main body 10 may include a fan motor 11
configured to generate a suction force to suction in for-
eign materials together with air, and a dust case 12 con-
figured to filter the foreign materials suctioned together
with the air and to store the foreign materials therein.
[0039] The sub body 20 may include a suction opening
20a which is formed in the shape of a rectangle in the
bottom of the sub body 20 and into which foreign mate-
rials such as dust are suctioned together with air, as
shown in FIGS. 2 and 3. The sub body 20 may include
a brush 21 rotatably installed in the suction opening 20a
and configured to rotate to sweep up dust on a floor, a
driving apparatus 22 configured to rotate the brush 21,
and a cover member 24 installed on the suction opening
20a and covering a plurality of foreign material collectors
213 which will be described later.
[0040] The brush 21 may include a plurality of drum
portions 211 each formed in the shape of a cylinder, a
plurality of blades 212 protruding from outer circumfer-
ential surfaces of the drum portions 211, and the foreign
material collectors 213 formed concavely with respect to
the drum portions 211. Also, the brush 21 may include a
power transfer portion (not shown) disposed at one end
and coupled with a driven pulley 224 which will be de-
scribed later to receive power from the driving apparatus
22, and a bearing cap 215 disposed at the other end and
including a bearing (not shown) therein. The bearing cap
215 may be rotatably installed in the sub body 20 through
the cover member 24.
[0041] The plurality of drum portions 211 and the plu-
rality of foreign material collectors 213 may be arranged
alternately.

[0042] In the current embodiment, four drum portions
211 may be disposed, and the blades 212 may respec-
tively extend integrally from the outer circumferential sur-
faces of the drum portions 211. On each drum portion
211, a plurality of blades 212 may be arranged in such
a way to be spaced from each other in a circumferential
direction.
[0043] The blades 212 may be formed of an elastically
deformable material, so that when the brush 21 rotates,
some edge areas of the blades 212 contact a floor surface
to be deformed.
[0044] In the current embodiment, the blades 212 may
be formed in a spiral shape such that areas of the blades
212 adjacent to a side end of the brush 21 are located
at a front area in rotation direction of the brush 21, and
areas of the blades 212 adjacent to the center portion of
the brush 21 are located at a back area in rotation direc-
tion of the brush 21. The spiral shape of the blades 212
may be aimed to move hair-like foreign materials toward
the center portion of the brush 21 when the brush 21
rotates.
[0045] On some edge areas of the blades 212, a plu-
rality of protrusions 212a may be formed to easily sweep
up foreign materials on a floor surface, as shown in FIGS.
4 and 5.
[0046] The protrusions 212a may protrude from one
surfaces of the blades 212 corresponding to front sides
in rotation direction of the brush 21, and each protrusion
212a may have a section of a right-angled triangle. The
bottoms of the protrusions 212a may be connected to
the one surfaces of the blades 212, and the surfaces of
the protrusions 212a forming the height of the protrusions
212a may face outward in a radial direction with respect
to the drum portions 211.
[0047] Since hair-like foreign materials are more easily
caught by the protrusions 212a due to the above-de-
scribed shape of the protrusions 212a, it is possible to
more efficiently clean hair-like foreign materials existing
on the floor.
[0048] Also, each blade 212 may include a pair of guide
portions 212b formed at both ends of the edge and in-
clined with respect to both side ends.
[0049] In the current embodiment, the guide portions
212b may be in the shape of a straight line inclined with
respect to both side ends of the blade 212, so that hair-
like foreign materials can easily move along the guide
portions 212b, and accordingly, the hair-like foreign ma-
terials can be easily separated from the blade 212.
[0050] Also, the guide portions 212b may be located
adjacent to the foreign material collectors 213, so as to
guide hair-like foreign materials to the foreign material
collectors 213.
[0051] Referring again to FIG. 3, five foreign material
collectors 213 including three foreign material collectors
213 disposed between the four drum portions 211 and
two foreign material collectors 213 disposed at both ends
of the brush 21 may be provided.
[0052] The foreign material collectors 213 may be in
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the shape of a truncated cone whose diameter reduces
gradually from one end toward the other end, as shown
in FIG. 4. In the current embodiment, the diameter of
each foreign material collector 213 may be reduced grad-
ually toward the center portion of the brush 21.
[0053] Accordingly, if hair-like foreign materials are
collected in the foreign material collectors 213, a part of
the foreign materials may move to the center portion of
the brush 21 by the foreign material collectors 213.
[0054] Particularly, when hair-like foreign materials are
collected in the foreign material collectors 213 located at
both side ends of the brush 21 adjacent to the power
transfer portion and the bearing cap 215, the hair-like
foreign materials can move away from the power transfer
portion and the bearing cap 215. Accordingly, a reduction
in rotation speed of the brush 21 which occurs when hair-
like foreign materials is wound around the power transfer
portion and the bearing cap 215 can be prevented.
[0055] Also, the vacuum cleaner according to the
present disclosure includes a grinder 23 facing an outer
circumferential surface of each foreign material collector
213, and configured to grind foreign materials collected
in the foreign material collector 213, as shown in FIG. 6.
[0056] The grinder 23 may be in the shape of a curved
fan whose center portion is incised to correspond to the
outer circumferential surface of the foreign material col-
lector 213 formed in the shape of a truncated cone. The
grinder 23 may include a grinding portion 231 whose in-
ner circumferential surface faces the foreign material col-
lector 213, and a pair of fixing portions 232 formed at
both side ends of the grinding portion 231 and used to
install the grinder 23 in the cover member 24.
[0057] The grinding portion 231 may include a plurality
of grinding blades 231a protruding toward the foreign ma-
terial collector 213 from the inner circumferential surface,
spaced a predetermined distance from the outer circum-
ferential surface of the foreign material collector 213, and
configured to grind foreign materials. The grinding blades
231a may extend in directions of generating lines of the
grinding portion 231 and be spaced from each other in a
circumferential direction.
[0058] Also, the grinding portion 231 may include a plu-
rality of guide surfaces 231b formed as concavely curved
surfaces between the grinding blades 231a, as shown in
FIG. 7. Foreign materials grinded by the grinding blades
231a may move along the guide surfaces 231b formed
as curved surfaces so as to be easily suctioned into the
suction opening 20a.
[0059] Accordingly, when the brush 21 rotates, hair-
like foreign materials may enter space between the for-
eign material collector 213 and the grinder 23. Then, the
foreign materials may rotate together with the brush 21
to be grinded or cut by the grinding blades 231a of the
grinder 23, and then be suctioned into the suction open-
ing 20a together with air by a suction force applied to the
suction opening 20a.
[0060] As such, since a major part of hair-like foreign
materials wound around the brush 21 are grinded and

cut by the grinder 23 and then suctioned, a cleaning cycle
of the brush 21 can extend significantly.
[0061] The fixing portions 232 may be respectively
formed in the shape of "U" at both side ends of the grind-
ing portion 231. One of the fixing portions 232 may be
caught by a catching groove 242b of the cover member
24 which will be described later to be supported on the
cover member 24, and the other one of the fixing portions
232 may be fixed on the cover member 24 by a coupling
member such as a screw S.
[0062] If a foreign material that is larger than an appro-
priate size enters the space between the foreign material
collector 213 and the grinder 23, the foreign material may
be caught between the foreign material collector 213 and
the grinder 23. In this case, the brush 21 may not rotate
smoothly.
[0063] Accordingly, the brush 21 may include a plural-
ity of shield ribs 214 formed in the shape of a ring at both
side ends of each drum portion 211. The shield ribs 214
may be integrated into the blades 212, and spaced a
predetermined distance from a floor to be cleaned. The
shield ribs 214 may be formed of an elastically deform-
able material, like the blades 212.
[0064] Accordingly, the shield ribs 214 may allow for-
eign materials having sizes that are smaller than or equal
to a predetermined size to enter the foreign material col-
lectors 213 through space between the shield ribs 214
and the floor, while preventing foreign materials having
sizes that are larger than the predetermined size from
entering the foreign material collectors 213.
[0065] The cover member 24 may include, as shown
in FIG. 2, a frame portion 241 formed in the shape of a
rectangular ring to correspond to the suction opening 20a
and installed on the suction opening 20a, and a plurality
of cover portions 242 extending inwardly from the frame
portion 241 to cover the lower portions of the foreign ma-
terial collectors 213. The cover portions 242 may be ar-
ranged in correspondence to the plurality of foreign ma-
terial collectors 213 so that the cover member 24 has a
lattice shape.
[0066] Accordingly, it is possible to prevent foreign ma-
terials on the floor from being directly transferred to the
space between the grinders 23 and the foreign material
collectors 213. Also, since the grinders 23 and the foreign
material collectors 213 are covered with the cover por-
tions 242, a user cannot see the grinders 23 and the
foreign material collectors 213.
[0067] The grinders 23 may be respectively installed
in the cover portions 242 of the cover member 24, as
shown in FIG. 6.
[0068] In order to install the grinders 23, each cover
portion 242 may include a resting groove 242a which is
formed in the upper surface of the cover portion 242 and
on which the grinding portion 231 of the grinder 23 is
rested, a catching groove 242b which one of the fixing
portions 232 of the grinder 23 is caught by and supported
on, and a coupling hole 242c to fix the other one of the
fixing portions 232 of the grinder 23 through a bolt B.
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[0069] Accordingly, the grinder 23 may be fixed on the
upper surface of the cover portion 242 and disposed be-
low the foreign material collector 213.
[0070] The driving apparatus 22 may include, as
shown in FIG. 2, a driving motor 221 to generate a rota-
tional force, a belt 222 to transfer a rotational force of the
driving motor 221 to the brush 21, a driving pulley 223
connected to a shaft of the driving motor 221, and the
driven pulley 224 connected to the power transfer portion
of the brush 21. In the current embodiment, the belt 222
may be a timing belt, and in the driving pulley 223 and
the driven pulley 224, a gear may be formed.
[0071] In the current embodiment, the grinders 23 are
disposed below the foreign material collectors 213. How-
ever, the grinders 23 may be disposed above the foreign
material collectors 213, in front of the foreign material
collectors 213, or behind the foreign material collectors
213.
[0072] In the current embodiment, the vacuum cleaner
includes the main body 10 including the fan motor 11 and
the dust case 12, and the sub body 20 in which the brush
21 is installed, and the suction opening 20a is formed in
the bottom of the sub body 20. However, the brush 21
and the grinders 23 according to the present disclosure
can also be applied in the same way to the case in which
the vacuum cleaner includes a single body having a suc-
tion opening at the bottom.
[0073] In the current embodiment, the guide portions
212b may be in the shape of a straight line inclined with
respect to both side ends of the blades 212. However,
the guide portions 212b may be curved.
[0074] As described above, since the vacuum cleaner
according to the present disclosure grinds hair-like for-
eign materials wound around the brush through the grind-
ers, it is possible to extend a cleaning cycle of the brush.
[0075] Although a few embodiments of the present dis-
closure have been shown and described, it would be ap-
preciated by those skilled in the art that changes may be
made in these embodiments without departing from the
scope of which is defined in the claims and their equiv-
alents.

Claims

1. A vacuum cleaner comprising:

a brush (21) configured to rotate to collect for-
eign materials on a floor; and
at least one grinder (23) configured to grind the
foreign materials collected by the brush (21),

characterized in that
the brush (21) comprises:

a plurality of drum portions (211) each
formed in a shape of a cylinder,
a plurality of blades (212) protruding

from each of the plurality of drum por-
tions (211), and
at least one foreign material collector
(213) formed concavely with respect to
the plurality of drum portions (211), an
outer circumferential surface of the at
least one foreign material collector
(213) facing the at least one grinder
(23).

2. The vacuum cleaner according to claim 1, wherein
the brush (21) comprises a plurality of shield ribs
(214) formed in a shape of a ring at both side ends
of the plurality of drum portions (211).

3. The vacuum cleaner according to claim 2, wherein
the shield ribs (214) are integrated into the plurality
of blades (212)

4. The vacuum cleaner according to claim 1, wherein
each blade (212) of the plurality of blades (212) com-
prises a pair of guide portions (212b) formed at both
ends of an edge of the blade (212) and inclined with
respect to both side ends of the blade (212).

5. The vacuum cleaner according to claim 1, wherein
the plurality of blades (212) comprise a plurality of
protrusions (212a) protruding from edges of the
blade (212).

6. The vacuum cleaner according to claim 5, wherein
the plurality of protrusions (212a) protrude from one
surface of the blades (212) corresponding to front
sides in rotation direction of the brush (21).

7. The vacuum cleaner according to claim 6, wherein:

each of the plurality of protrusions (212a) has a
section of a right-angled triangle,
bottoms of the plurality of protrusions (212a) are
connected to the one surface of the blades
(212), and
surfaces of the protrusions (212a) forming a
height of the protrusions face outward in a radial
direction with respect to the drum portions (211).

8. The vacuum cleaner according to claim 1, wherein
the at least one foreign material collector (213) is in
a shape of a truncated cone whose base side has a
diameter that is smaller than or equal to a diameter
of each drum portion (211).

9. The vacuum cleaner according to claim 8, wherein
a plurality of foreign material collectors (213) are re-
spectively disposed between the plurality of drum
portions (211) and at both side ends of the brush (21).

10. The vacuum cleaner according to claim 9, wherein
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a diameter of the at least one foreign material col-
lector (213) is reduced gradually toward a center por-
tion of the brush (21).

11. The vacuum cleaner according to claim 8, wherein
the at least one grinder (23) comprises:

a grinding portion (231) formed in a shape of a
curved fan whose center portion is incised to
correspond to the at least one foreign material
collector (213), and
a plurality of grinding blades (231a) protruding
from the grinding portion (231) toward the at
least one foreign material collector (213).

12. The vacuum cleaner according to claim 11, wherein
the plurality of grinding blades (231a) extend in di-
rections of generating lines of the grinding portion
(231), and are spaced from each other in a circum-
ferential direction.

13. The vacuum cleaner according to claim 12, wherein
the at least one grinder (23) comprises a plurality of
guide surfaces (231b) formed as concavely curved
surfaces between the grinding blades (231a).

14. The vacuum cleaner according to claim 11, wherein
the at least one grinder (23) comprises a pair of fixing
portions (232) respectively formed in a shape of a
"U" at both side ends of the grinding portion (231).

15. The vacuum cleaner according to claim 1, further
comprising:

a body (10) having a suction opening (20a) in
which the brush (21) is installed, at a bottom of
the body (10); and
a cover member (24) installed on the suction
opening (20a), and configured to cover the at
least one foreign material collector (213),
wherein the cover member (24) configured to
cover a lower portion of the at least one foreign
material collector (213), and comprises:

a frame portion (241) formed in a shape of
a rectangular ring to correspond to the suc-
tion opening (20a), and
at least one cover portion (242) extending
from the frame portion (241), and

the at least one grinder (23) is installed in the at
least one cover portion (242).

Patentansprüche

1. Staubsauger, umfassend:

eine Bürste (21), die dazu ausgestaltet ist, sich
zu drehen, um Fremdkörper auf einem Boden
aufzusammeln; und
mindestens einen Zerkleinerer (23), der dazu
ausgestaltet ist, die von der Bürste (21) aufge-
sammelten Fremdkörper zu zerkleinern,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Bürste (21)
Folgendes umfasst:

eine Mehrzahl von Trommelbereichen (211), die
jeweils in Form eines Zylinders ausgebildet sind,
eine Mehrzahl von Lamellen (212), die von jeder
der Mehrzahl von Trommelbereichen (211) her-
vorstehen, und
mindestens einen Fremdkörpersammelbehäl-
ter (213), der in Bezug auf die Trommelbereiche
(211) konkav ausgebildet ist, wobei eine Außen-
umfangsfläche des mindestens einen Fremd-
körpersammelbehälters (213) dem mindestens
einen Zerkleinerer (23) zugewandt ist.

2. Staubsauger nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Bürste (21)
eine Mehrzahl von Schildrippen (214) umfasst, die
in Form eines Rings ausgebildet an beiden seitlichen
Enden der Mehrzahl von Trommelbereichen (211)
angeordnet sind.

3. Staubsauger nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Schildrip-
pen (214) in die Mehrzahl von Lamellen (212) inte-
griert sind.

4. Staubsauger nach Anspruch 1, wobei jede Lamelle
(212) der Mehrzahl von Lamellen (212) ein Paar Füh-
rungsbereiche (212b) umfasst, die an beiden Enden
einer Kante der Lamelle (212) ausgebildet sind und
in Bezug auf beide seitliche Enden der Lamelle (212)
geneigt sind.

5. Staubsauger nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Mehrzahl
von Lamellen (212) eine Mehrzahl von Vorsprüngen
(212a) umfassen, die von Kanten der Lamelle (212)
hervorstehen.

6. Staubsauger nach Anspruch 5, wobei die Mehrzahl
von Vorsprüngen (212a) von einer Oberfläche der
Lamellen (212) hervorsteht, die Vorderseiten in
Drehrichtung der Bürste (21) entspricht.

7. Staubsauger nach Anspruch 6, wobei:

jede der Mehrzahl von Vorsprüngen (212a) ei-
nen Abschnitt eines rechtwinkligen Dreiecks
aufweist,
Böden der Mehrzahl von Vorsprüngen (212a)
mit der einen Oberfläche der Lamellen (212) ver-
bunden sind, und
Oberflächen der Vorsprünge (212a) eine Höhe
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der Vorsprünge bilden, die nach außen einer ra-
dialen Richtung in Bezug auf die Trommelberei-
che (211) zugewandt sind.

8. Staubsauger nach Anspruch 1, wobei: der mindes-
tens eine Fremdkörpersammelbehälter (213) in
Form eines Kegelstumpfes ausgebildet ist, dessen
Basisseite einen Durchmesser aufweist, der kleiner
oder gleich einem Durchmesser von jedem Trom-
melbereich (211) ist.

9. Staubsauger nach Anspruch 8, wobei eine Mehrzahl
von Fremdkörpersammelbehältern (213) jeweils
zwischen der Mehrzahl von Trommelbereichen
(211) und an beiden seitlichen Enden der Bürste (21)
angeordnet sind.

10. Staubsauger nach Anspruch 9, wobei ein Durch-
messer des mindestens einen Fremdkörpersam-
melbehälters (213) zu einem Mittelteil der Bürste
(21) hin schrittweise reduziert ist.

11. Staubsauger nach Anspruch 8, wobei der mindes-
tens eine Zerkleinerer (23) Folgendes umfasst:

einen Zerkleinerungsbereich (231), ausgebildet
in Form einer gekrümmten Schaufel, deren Mit-
telteil eingeschnitten ist, um dem mindestens ei-
nen Fremdkörpersammelbehälter (213) zu ent-
sprechen, und
eine Mehrzahl von Zerkleinerungslamellen
(231a), die von dem Zerkleinerungsbereich
(231) zu dem mindestens einen Fremdkörper-
sammelbehälter (213) hin hervorstehen.

12. Staubsauger nach Anspruch 11, wobei die Mehrzahl
von Zerkleinerungslamellen (231a) sich in Richtun-
gen der Erzeugenden des Zerkleinerungsbereiches
(231) erstrecken und in eine Umfangsrichtung von-
einander beabstandet sind.

13. Staubsauger nach Anspruch 12, wobei der mindes-
tens eine Zerkleinerer (23) eine Mehrzahl von Leit-
flächen (231b) umfasst, die als konkav gebogene
Oberflächen zwischen den Zerkleinerungslamellen
(231a) ausgebildet sind.

14. Staubsauger nach Anspruch 11, wobei der mindes-
tens eine Zerkleinerer (23) ein Paar von Befesti-
gungsbereichen (232) umfasst, die jeweils in Form
eines "U" an beiden seitlichen Enden des Zerkleine-
rungsbereichs (231) ausgebildet sind.

15. Staubsauger nach Anspruch 1, ferner umfassend:

einen Körper (10), der eine Saugöffnung (20a),
in der die Bürste (21) angebracht ist, an einem
Boden des Körpers (10) aufweist; und

ein Abdeckelement (24), das auf der Saugöff-
nung (20a) angebracht ist und dazu ausgestaltet
ist, den mindestens
einen Fremdkörpersammelbehälter (213) abzu-
decken,
wobei das Abdeckelement (24) dazu ausgestal-
tet ist, einen unteren Bereich des mindestens
einen
Fremdkörpersammelbehälters (213) abzude-
cken, und Folgendes umfasst:

einen Rahmenbereich (241), der in einer
Form eines rechteckigen Rings ausgebildet
ist, um der
Saugöffnung (20a) zu entsprechen, und
mindestens einen Abdeckbereich (242),
der sich von dem Rahmenbereich (241) er-
streckt, und
der mindestens eine Zerkleinerer (23) in
dem mindestens einen Abdeckbereich
(242) angebracht ist.

Revendications

1. Aspirateur comprenant :

une brosse (21) conçue pour pivoter pour re-
cueillir des matières étrangères sur un sol ;
et
au moins un broyeur (23) conçu pour broyer les
matières étrangères recueillies par la brosse
(21),

caractérisé en ce que la brosse (21) comprend :

une pluralité de parties de tambour (211) cha-
cune formée en cylindre,
une pluralité de lames (212) dépassant de cha-
que partie de la pluralité de parties de tambour
(211), et
au moins un collecteur de matières étrangères
(213) formé de façon concave relativement à la
pluralité des parties de tambour (211), une sur-
face de circonférence extérieure de l’au moins
un collecteur de matières étrangères (213) fai-
sant face à l’au moins un broyeur(23).

2. Aspirateur selon la revendication 1, la brosse (21)
comprenant une pluralité de nervures de protection
(214) formées en anneau aux deux extrémités laté-
rales de la pluralité des parties de tambour (211).

3. Aspirateur selon la revendication 2, les nervures de
protection (214) étant intégrées à la pluralité de la-
mes (212).

4. Aspirateur selon la revendication 1, chaque lame
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(212) de la pluralité de lames (212) comprenant une
paire de parties guides (212b) formées aux deux ex-
trémités d’un bord de la lame (212) et inclinées re-
lativement aux deux extrémités latérales de la lame
(212).

5. Aspirateur selon la revendication 1, la pluralité de
lames (212) comprenant une pluralité de saillies
(212a) dépassant des bords de la lame (212).

6. Aspirateur selon la revendication 5, la pluralité de
saillies (212a) dépassant d’une surface des lames
(212) correspondant aux côtés frontaux dans la di-
rection de rotation de la brosse (21).

7. Aspirateur selon la revendication 6,
chaque saillie de la pluralité de saillies (212a) ayant
une section d’un triangle
rectangle,
des fonds des saillies de la pluralité de saillies (212a)
étant raccordés à l’une surface des lames (212), et
des surfaces des saillies (212a) formant une hauteur
des saillies étant tournées vers l’extérieur dans une
direction radiale relativement aux parties de tambour
(211).

8. Aspirateur selon la revendication 1, l’au moins un
collecteur de matières étrangères (213) étant en for-
me de cône tronqué dont la base a un diamètre qui
est inférieur ou égal à un diamètre de chacune des
parties de tambour (211).

9. Aspirateur selon la revendication 8, une pluralité de
collecteurs de matières étrangères (213) étant dis-
posées respectivement entre la pluralité de parties
de tambour (211) et aux deux extrémités latérales
de la brosse (21).

10. Aspirateur selon la revendication 9, un diamètre de
l’au moins un collecteur de matières étrangères
(213) étant progressivement réduit vers une partie
centrale de la brosse (21).

11. Aspirateur selon la revendication 8, l’au moins un
broyeur (23) comprenant :

une partie de broyage (231) en forme de venti-
lateur incurvé dont la partie centrale est incisée
pour correspondre à l’au moins un collecteur de
matières étrangères (213), et
une pluralité de lames de broyage (213a) dé-
passant de la partie de broyage (231) vers l’au
moins un collecteur de matières étrangères
(213).

12. Aspirateur selon la revendication 11, la pluralité de
lames de broyage (231a) s’étendant dans des direc-
tions de lignes génératrices de la partie de broyage

(231), et étant espacées l’une de l’autre dans une
direction circonférentielle.

13. Aspirateur selon la revendication 12, l’au moins un
broyeur (23) comprenant une pluralité de surfaces
guides (231b) formées comme des surfaces incur-
vées de façon concave entre les lames de broyage
(231a).

14. Aspirateur selon la revendication 11, l’au moins un
broyeur (23) comprenant une paire de parties de
fixation (232) respectivement formées en « U » aux
deux extrémités latérales de la partie de broyage
(231).

15. Aspirateur selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre :

un corps (10) ayant une ouverture d’aspiration
(20a) dans laquelle la brosse (21) est installée,
sur un fond du corps (10) ; et
un élément de couverture (24) installé sur
l’ouverture d’aspiration (20a) et conçu pour cou-
vrir l’au moins un collecteur de matières étran-
gères (213),
l’élément de couverture (24) étant conçu pour
couvrir une partie inférieure de l’au moins un
collecteur de matières étrangères (213), et
comprenant :

une partie de cadre (241) formée en anneau
rectangulaire pour correspondre à l’ouver-
ture d’aspiration (20a), et
au moins une partie de couverture (242)
s’étendant à partir de la partie de cadre
(241), et

l’au moins un broyeur (23) étant installé dans
l’au moins une partie de couverture (242).
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